FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: July 11th, 2005
CONTACT: Cragin Mosteller, (850) 519-2896

Thank you for your assistance in airing this important information regarding power outages, fuel in the Florida panhandle and recovery from Hurricane Dennis.

###

20 second

Florida is recovering from a major hurricane. Power outages across the panhandle are affecting fueling at gas stations.

Refrain from unnecessary travel while power is being restored and fuel supplies replenished.

Evacuated residents should plan for gas stations closures in impacted areas. Fill up before reaching 150 miles of home.

30 second

Florida is recovering from a major hurricane. Avoid returning to impacted areas until local authorities issue re-entry orders. Power outages across the panhandle are affecting fueling at consumer gas stations.

Residents can help by refraining from unnecessary travel while power is being restored and fuel supplies replenished to pre-storm levels.

Evacuated residents should plan for closed gas stations and sporadic fuel supply in impacted areas. Fill up before reaching 150 miles of home.

60 second
Florida is recovering from a major hurricane. Avoid returning to impacted areas until local authorities issue re-entry orders. Power outages across the Florida panhandle are affecting fueling at consumer gas stations.

The State is closely coordinating with the petroleum industry to replenish fuel supplies at retail gas stations in metro areas and along major transportation corridors in the impacted area.

Residents can help by refraining from unnecessary travel while power is being restored and fuel supplies replenished to pre-storm levels.

Evacuated residents should plan for closed gas stations and sporadic fuel supply in impacted areas. Fill up before reaching 150 miles of home.

Upon return, be prudent with gasoline consumption until power is mostly restored, gas stations are open and fuel supplies are fully replenished at retail outlets.

By working together and making wise travel choices, we can ensure a rapid recovery.